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Abstract 

Skeletal muscle is a dynamic tissue that is critical in generating forces required for locomotion. The 

purpose of this 90 minute workshop is to introduce scientists who have an interest in skeletal muscle 

research, but who do not have extensive experience in muscle biology, the basics of muscle 

contractile and mechanical properties measurements. The workshop will begin with 60 minute 

didactic portion taught by experts in the skeletal muscle field. The didactic portion will cover the 

basics of performing and analyzing in vitro and in vivo measurements of skeletal muscle contractile 

and mechanical properties. For the final 30 minutes, there will be equipment available with 

simulated muscle tissue at the end of the workshop for attendees to gain hands on experience in 

contractility and mechanics measurements. This workshop grew out of discussions from the Muscle 

Research Interest Group at the 2016 ORS meeting. The workshop will provide a combination of 

didactic training in and hands-on experience in measuring and analyzing skeletal muscle function. 

 

Overview 

- Types of muscle contraction: twitch and maximal activation (concentric, isometric and eccentric) 

and corresponding force traces 

- How to calculate muscle physiological cross-sectional area 

- Fundamental properties of skeletal muscle force generation (force-length, force-velocity) 

- Important parameters of contractile parameters (time to peak tension, maximum rate of force 

development, velocity of contraction, half relaxation time, maximum force, specific force) 



- Important parameters of mechanical parameters (stiffness, energy absorption, maximum force, 

specific force) 

- Basics of performing in vitro contractile properties measurements (buffers, temperature, time 

dependent changes) 

- Basics of performing in vivo/in situ contractile properties measurements (muscle group choice, 

nerve stimulation, converting torque to force) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


